JOURNEY 150

150 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low LED LIGHT - 50 LUMENS, 21 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 150 LUMENS, 8 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
21 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
500 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low LED LIGHT - 50 LUMENS, 21 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 150 LUMENS, 8 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
21 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
500 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

JOURNEY 160

160 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low LED LIGHT - 80 LUMENS, 30 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 160 LUMENS, 8 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
30 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low LED LIGHT - 80 LUMENS, 30 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 160 LUMENS, 8 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
30 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

LOOK FOR THIS SYMBOL SHOWING YOU THAT THE PRODUCT CHARGES YOUR CELL PHONE OR OTHER MOBILE DEVICES.
**JOURNEY 300**

300 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

- USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
- Low LED LIGHT - 80 LUMENS, 50 HRS.
- High LED LIGHT - 300 LUMENS, 6 HRS.
- RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
- MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
- 50 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
- WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
- HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
- 2500 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
- MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

**JOURNEY 600**

600 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

- USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
- Low LED LIGHT - 125 LUMENS, 35 HRS.
- High LED LIGHT - 600 LUMENS, 6 HRS.
- RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
- MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
- 35 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
- LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
- WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
- HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
- 5000 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
- MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED
WE HAVE THE LIGHTING SOURCE FOR WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU

WEKEND GETAWAY OR WEEK EXCURSION
600 ADJUSTABLE LUMEN
LANTERN & CHARGER

ATLAS 600

2 USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low LED LIGHT - 25 LUMENS, 100 HRS.
Medium LED LIGHT - 120 LUMENS, 20 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 600 LUMENS, 5 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
100 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATERPROOF AND FLOATS
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
4000 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

150 LUMEN EXPANDABLE
LANTERN/FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

PUC 150

USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low LED LIGHT - 30 LUMENS, 40 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 150 LUMENS, 8 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
40 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
2000 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED
DURABLE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

GUARANTEED FOR ABOUT AS LONG AS THESE MOUNTAINS WILL BE AROUND

MULTI-USE

Headlamp pg. 14
HEX pg. 13
NAV pg. 16
Mammoth pg. 17
HEX
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER &
40–400 LUMEN LANTERN WITH STROBE
USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
Low AREA LIGHT - 40 LUMENS, 60 HRS.
High AREA LIGHT - 400 LUMENS, 8 HRS.
HOLD BUTTON TO ADJUST AREA LIGHT
FLASHLIGHT MODE - 10 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
40 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

HEADLAMP
75 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR
HEADLAMP
Low LED LIGHT - 25 LUMENS, 36 HRS.
High LED LIGHT - 75 LUMENS, 7 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
30 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
720 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

75 LUMEN HEADLAMP
WITH HEADSTRAP
& SOLAR CHARGING PANEL

BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
&
400 LUMEN LIGHT
& CHARGER

LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

LOW, HIGH, STROBE, OFF FUNCTION MODES
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

2200 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MAMMOTH

400 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR MULTI-LIGHT & CHARGER

USB OUT TO CHARGE MOBILE DEVICES
- AREA LIGHT - 400 LUMENS, 5 HRS.
- Low AREA LIGHT, 80 HRS.
- FLASHLIGHT - 150 LUMENS, 15 HRS.
- RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
- MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
- 15 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
- WATER RESISTANT
- HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
- 110V AC PLUG
- 4400 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
- MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

400 LUMEN HEADLAMP

NAV

75 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR HEADLAMP

High LED LIGHT - 75 LUMENS, 5 HRS.
3 LED LIGHT COLORS - WHITE, GREEN, RED
SWITCH LOCK MODE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
5 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
300 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

75 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR HEADLAMP WITH HAT CLIP & ADJUSTABLE HEADBAND

MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED

75 LUMEN HYBRID SOLAR AREA LIGHT - 400 LUMENS, 5 HRS.
LOW AREA LIGHT, 80 HRS.
FLASHLIGHT - 150 LUMENS, 15 HRS.
RECHARGES WITH ANY LIGHT SOURCE
MicroUSB PORT FOR RAPID CHARGING
15 HRS. OF LIGHT ON ONE FULL CHARGE
WATER RESISTANT
HOLDS A CHARGE FOR 7 YEARS
110V AC PLUG
4400 mAh LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
MicroUSB CORD INCLUDED
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TRUETIMBER 7-PIECE PRO KIT

ATLAS 600
600 LUMEN LANTERN & CHARGER

JOURNEY 300
300 LUMEN FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

HEX
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER, 40-400 LUMEN LIGHT & CHARGER

MAMMOTH
400 LUMEN MULTI-LIGHT & CHARGER

PUC 150
150 LUMEN EXPANDABLE LANTERN & CHARGER

JOURNEY 600
600 LUMEN FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

NAV HEADLAMP
75 LUMEN HEADLAMP W/ HAT CLIP & HEADBAND

iPhone not included

TRUETIMBER
HYBRIDLIGHT 6-PIECE PRO KIT

ATLAS 600
400 LUMEN LANTERN & CHARGER

MAMMOTH
400 LUMEN MULTI-LIGHT & CHARGER

HEX
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER, 40-400 LUMEN LIGHT & CHARGER

JOURNEY 300
300 LUMEN FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

PUC 150
150 LUMEN EXPANDABLE LANTERN & CHARGER

NAV HEADLAMP
75 LUMEN HEADLAMP W/ HAT CLIP & HEADBAND

ATLAS 600
400 LUMEN LANTERN & CHARGER

MAMMOTH
400 LUMEN MULTI-LIGHT & CHARGER

HEX
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER, 40-400 LUMEN LIGHT & CHARGER

JOURNEY 300
300 LUMEN FLASHLIGHT & CHARGER

PUC 150
150 LUMEN EXPANDABLE LANTERN & CHARGER

NAV HEADLAMP
75 LUMEN HEADLAMP W/ HAT CLIP & HEADBAND
POINT OF PURCHASE

HYBRIDLIGHT COUNTER DISPLAYS / POP JOURNEY 150 COUNTER DISPLAY
6-PACK

POWER WING IN-STORE FLOOR DISPLAY VARIETY OF PRODUCTS

NAV HEADLAMP COUNTER DISPLAY 6-PACK

JOURNEY 300 COUNTER DISPLAY 6-PACK

JOURNEY 150 COUNTER DISPLAY 6-PACK

THE POWER OF THE SUN IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
HybridLight® is a pioneer of solar powered mobile lighting and charging solutions designed for when you need the power of the sun to shed light on all of your adventures. Our portable flashlights, lanterns, headlamps, and power panels, are the reliable go-to illuminator that you want in every toolbox, glovebox, emergency kit, nightstand, and kitchen drawer.

The HybridLight® line offers lighting and charging products with minimal expense to earth’s resources and huge cost savings while providing dependable light when and where you need it – every time! Perfect for recreational, occupational, and everyday use that encourage emergency preparedness and help protect our environment.

**DURABLE, ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND GUARANTEED FOR LIFE.**

The HybridLight® family of innovative lighting solutions use revolutionary energy technology that generates power from natural sunlight or any indoor light source and stores it for future use. When fully charged, HybridLight® products can hold a charge for years and offer light where and when you need it.

Rechargeable again and again, HybridLight® products pay for themselves quickly and will soon become your favorite lighting and charging source.

Back in 2006, Terry Peterson began working on his vision for the portable solar hybrid technology that would be dependable and affordable without concern for dead batteries. This technology would then develop into a series of products that are fully rechargeable and more importantly tailored to charge phones, tablets, or anything with a USB with optimal efficiency.